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JCM AMERICAN RECEIVES NEVADA APPROVAL FOR ITS THERMAL SERIES PRINTER
Approval Allows Printer Use in All IGT Games in Nevada
LAS VEGAS – Leading currency-handling manufacturer JCM American Corp. (JCM) announced
today its benchmark Thermal Printer Series 200 printer has been approved for use in Nevada by
the Nevada Gaming Control Board. The approval allows the printer to be used in all games by
International Game Technology (IGT).
The printer has previously received GLI approval for use in 28 jurisdictions throughout the United
States and Canada. Currently, more than 70 casinos use the printer.
JCM Vice President Tom Nugent said, “We are proud to have received Nevada’s approval for the
Thermal Series Printer. Casinos across North America have been enjoying the printer’s benefits,
and it has developed an incredible track record of success. Now, we are excited to be bringing
the best printer to the world’s biggest gaming market.”
JCM’s Thermal Series Printer is designed to fit most slot machines easily and uses a fan-fold
design to allow use of standard paper stock in all regions. The printer’s superior technology
guarantees a high level of security and better acceptance rate.
About JCM
JCM American Corporation is the worldwide leader and most trusted name in currency and
transaction management with products found in countries around the globe. JCM'
s innovative

products and creative solutions are used by gaming, vending, retail, financial, transportation,
security and unique application industries. With 50 years of design and engineering experience,
JCM products offer the highest acceptance rate and security features available. JCM'
s
international headquarters are located in Osaka, Japan, with United States headquarters in Las
Vegas, Nevada, and European headquarters in Düsseldorf, Germany. To learn more about
JCM'
s products, software or services visit the web site at www.jcm-american.com.
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